Directions

Chair of Process Engineering at the Montanuniversitaet Leoben

Address: Franz-Josef Straße 18
8700 Leoben

The Chair of Process Engineering is located on the 4th floor of the building named „Metallurgiegelände“. The easiest way is to go through the entrance of the new building (red arrow at the picture below). Afterwards please do not use the stairs but pass them at the right side and go straight ahead. Then go through the glass doors and behind them turn left. At the end of the corridor you will again pass some glass doors and behind them you will find the lift. This lift will bring you to the 4th floor where the Chair of Process Engineering is situated.

Office Prof. Lehner: in the left corridor on the left hand side, room number 418
Office Wolf: in the left corridor on the left hand side, room number 414

The parking places at the picture below are charged with about 3 €/day.